Abstract. We extend the classical mean ergodic theorem to the setting of norming dual pairs. It turns out that, in general, not all equivalences from the Banach space setting remain valid in our situation. However, for Markovian semigroups on the norming dual pair (C b (E), M (E)) all classical equivalences hold true under an additional assumption which is slightly weaker than the e-property.
Introduction
A power-bounded linear operator T on a Banach space X is called mean ergodic if lim n→∞ A n x exists for every x ∈ X. Here A n := n (i) T is mean ergodic.
(ii) A n x has a σ(X, X * )-cluster point for all x ∈ X. (iii) fix(T ) separates fix(T * ), i.e. for all 0 = x ∈ fix(T * ) there exists a x * ∈ fix(T * ) such that x, x
There are countless extensions of Theorem 1.1 to more general situations. These include weakening the assumption of power-boundedness, considering more general semigroups than the discrete semigroup {T j : j ∈ N}, considering means other than the Cesàro averages and replacing the Banach space X with a locally convex space (X, τ ), see e.g. [4, 14, 16] . An overview of these results and further references can be found in [11] . Mean ergodic theorems for semigroups on locally convex spaces with additional assumptions are treated in [1, 2] .
Even if the underlying space is a Banach space, it is not always reasonable to expect strong convergence of the means with respect to the norm topology. An important example arises in the study of ergodic properties of Markov processes. Here, one works on the Banach space M (E) of bounded measures on the Borel σ-algebra of a Polish space E or on the subset P(E) of probability measures.
Even though in some exceptional cases one obtains convergence of Cesàro averages (or even the semigroup itself) in the total variation norm [17] , it is more natural to consider convergence in the weak topology induced by the bounded, continuous functions C b (E).
Unfortunately, it seems that one cannot treat this situation with a mean ergodic theorem on locally convex spaces (X, τ ). The reason for this is that the known results require that the means be equicontinuous with respect to τ , see [1, 2, 4, 16] . If τ is the weak topology σ(M (E), C b (E)), equicontinuity seems a rather strong assumption which is not satisfied in interesting examples.
The literature on weak Cesàro-convergence of Markov semigroups is rather extensive. Let us mention [9, 19, 20, 21] . However, a characterization of mean ergodicity in the spirit of Theorem 1.1 is still missing.
It is the purpose of the present article to fill this gap. We will work in the framework of norming dual pairs introduced in [12, 13] and consider simultaneously two semigroups which are related to each other via duality. From the point of view of applications to Markov semigroups this is rather natural, as associated with a Markov process there are two semigroups dual to each other. The first acts on the space of bounded measurable functions on the state space E (or a subspace thereof such as C b (E)) and corresponds to the Kolmogorov backward equation and the second acts on the space of bounded measures on E and corresponds to the Kolmogorov forward equation (or Fokker-Planck equation).
Throughout, we allow general (in particular also noncommutative) semigroups and means -even though our main interest lies in Cesàro averages of one-parameter semigroups in discrete or continuous time -and study convergence of the means in the weak topologies induced by the dual pair.
In our first main result (Theorem 4.4), we show that in this general situation the statements corresponding to (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1.1 are equivalent and imply the statements corresponding to (iii) and (iv). We also provide counterexamples to show that in general (the statements corresponding to) (iii) does not imply (iv) and neither (iii) nor (iv) imply (i) and (ii).
Afterwards, we focus on the more special situation of Markovian semigroups on the norming dual pair (C b (E), M (E)). Besides others, our main assumption in this more special situation is a condition which is slightly weaker than the e-property which played an important role in [9, 19] . Under that assumption we prove in Theorem 5.7 that the statements corresponding to (i) -(iv) in Theorem 1.1 for the semigroup on M (E) are all equivalent. Moreover, if the semigroup on M (E) is mean ergodic with respect to σ(M (E), C b (E)), then also the semigroup on C b (E) is mean ergodic even with respect to a topology finer than σ(C b (E), M (E)), namely the strict topology. Considering semigroups on (C b (E), M (E)) rather than on the single Banach space M (E) makes our assumption natural, in fact, it is necessary for the convergence we obtain. This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some basic definitions and results about norming dual pairs. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of an "average scheme" which will act as our means. Afterwards, we take up our main line of study. First, we analyze convergence of average schemes on general norming dual pairs in Section 4, then the convergence of average schemes on (C b (E), M (E)) under additional assumptions in Section 5. The concluding Section 6 contains our Counterexamples.
Norming dual pairs
A norming dual pair is a triple (X, Y, · , · ) where X and Y are Banach spaces and · , · is a duality between X and Y such that x = sup{| x, y | : y ∈ Y, y ≤ 1} and y = sup{| x, y | : x ∈ X, y ≤ 1} .
Identifying y with the linear functional x → x, y , we see that Y is isometrically isomorphic with a norm closed subspace of X * , the norm dual of X, which is norming for X. If the duality paring is understood, we will briefly say that (X, Y ) is a norming dual pair.
Let us give some examples of norming dual pairs. If X is a Banach space with norm dual X * , then (X, X * ) and thus, by symmetry, also (X * , X) is a norming dual pair with respect to the canonical duality · , · * . If (E, Σ) is a measurable space, we write B b (E) for the space of bounded, measurable functions on (E, Σ) and M (E) for the space of complex measures on (E, Σ). The space B b (E) is endowed with the supremum norm and the space M (E) is endowed with the total variation norm. Then (B b (E), M (E)) is a norming dual pair with respect to the duality
If E is a Polish space, i.e. a topological space which is metrizable through a complete, separable metric, and Σ is the Borel σ-algebra, then also (C b (E), M (E)) is a norming dual pair. For the easy proofs of these facts we refer to [13, Section 2] .
In what follows, we will be interested in locally convex topologies which are consistent (with the duality). We recall that a locally convex topology τ on X is consistent if (X, τ ) = Y , i.e. every τ -continuous linear functional ϕ on X is of the form ϕ(x) = x, y for some y ∈ Y . Of particular importance are the weak topologies σ(X, Y ) and σ(Y, X) associated with the dual pair. To simplify notation, in what follows we will write σ for the σ(X, Y ) topology on X and σ for the σ(Y, X) topology on Y . We will write , resp.
, to indicate convergence with respect to σ, resp. σ .
If τ is a topology on X, we write L (X, τ ) for the algebra of τ -continuous linear operators on X. We write
is a subalgebra of L (X) which is closed in the operator norm. Moreover, identifying Y with a closed subspace of X * , an operator S ∈ L (X) belongs to L (X, σ) if and only if its norm adjoint S * leaves Y invariant. In that case, the σ-adjoint of S, denoted by S , is precisely S * | Y and S = S .
Let us give a description of the operators in L (X, σ) in the case where
We recall that a bounded kernel on a measurable space (E, Σ) is a mapping k : E × Σ → C such that (i) k(x, ·) is a complex measure on (E, Σ) for all x ∈ E, (ii) k(·, A) is Σ-measurable for all A ∈ Σ and (iii) sup x∈E |k|(x, E) < ∞, where |k|(x, ·) denotes the total variation of k(x, ·).
A linear operator S on a closed subspace X of B b (E) is called a kernel operator (on X) if there exists a bounded kernel k on (E, Σ) such that
, then k is uniquely determined by S. In this case, S has a unique extension to B b (E) and its σ-adjoint is given by
It was seen in [13, Prop 3.5 ] that on the norming dual pair (X, M (E)), where X = B b (E) or, if E is Polish and Σ is the Borel σ-algebra, X = C b (E), an operator S ∈ L (X) belongs to L (X, σ) if and only if it is a kernel operator.
Average Schemes
For a family S of linear operators on a vector space X we denote by fix(S ) := S∈S ker(I − S) its fixed space and by rg(I − S ) := {x − Sx : x ∈ X, S ∈ S } the range of I − S . Moreover, for x ∈ X we define
the convex hull of the orbit of x under S . A family S containing the identity is called a semigroup if ST ∈ S for all S, T ∈ S .
Inspired by [4] we make the following definition.
Definition 3.1. Let (X, Y ) be a norming dual pair. An average scheme on (X, Y ) is a pair (S , A ), where S ⊂ L (X, σ) is a semigroup with adjoint S := {S : S ∈ S } and A = (A α ) α∈Λ ⊂ L (X, σ) is a net of σ-continuous operators such that the following assertions are satisfied.
and A α y ∈ co σ (S y) for all α ∈ Λ, x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . (AS3) For every S ∈ S and all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y one has that We should point out that our terminology is somewhat different from that in [4] . In the language of Eberlein, the net A α would be called a system of almost invariant integrals and a semigroup S possessing such a system would be called ergodic. Moreover, we should note that there is no equicontinuity assumption for the averages A α with respect to σ or with respect to any other consistent topology. Instead, we assume in (AS1) equicontinuity only with respect to the (in general not consistent) norm topology. On the other hand, in (AS3), we assume convergence in the norm topology, which is a stronger assumption than σ-convergence (and also than convergence with respect to a consistent topology on X.) Remark 3.2. We will frequently make use of the following observation. If (S , A ) is an average scheme on a norming dual pair (X, Y ) and x ∈ fix(S ), then co σ (S x) = {x} and hence, by (AS2), A α x = x for all α ∈ Λ.
We now give some typical examples of average schemes. Throughout, (X, Y ) denotes a norming dual pair. Example 3.3. Let S := {S k : k ∈ N 0 } be a semigroup that consists of powers of a single operator S ∈ L (X, σ) and denote by
its Cesàro averages. Assume that lim n→∞ 1 n S n x = 0 for all x ∈ X and that lim n→∞ 1 n (S ) n y = 0 for all y ∈ Y . Moreover, assume that there exists M > 0 such that A n < M for all n ∈ N, i.e. S is Cesàro bounded. Both assumptions are satisfied if S is power-bounded, i.e. sup n∈N S n < ∞. Clearly, (AS1) and (AS2) are satisfied. As for (AS3), we have
and, similarly, lim n→∞ A n (S − I)y = 0 for all y ∈ Y . Thus, (S , (A n ) n∈N ) is an average scheme.
Example 3.4. We again consider S := {S k : k ∈ N 0 } for an operator S ∈ L (X, σ). If S has spectral radius r(S) = lim n→∞ S n 1 n ≤ 1, then for r ∈ [0, 1) the series ∞ k=0 r k S k converges in operator norm and thus represents an element of L (X, σ). We denote by
the Abel averages of S. If M := sup 0≤r<1 A r < ∞, then S is called Abel bounded.
Note that power-bounded operators are Abel bounded.
For an Abel bounded operator S ∈ L (X, σ), the pair (S , (A r ) r∈[0,1) ) is an average scheme.
Indeed, (AS1) is clear. As for (AS2) we see that A r = lim n→∞ 1−r 1−r n+1 n k=0 r k S k in operator norm. Hence A r x belongs even to the norm closure of co(S x). For the σ-adjoint, one argues similarly. It remains to verify (AS3). So that end, note that
as r ↑ 1. On Y , one argues similarly.
. This means that S(0) is the identity on X and for t, s ≥ 0, we have S(t + s) = S(t)S(s). Moreover, there exists M ≥ 1 and ω ∈ R such that S(t) ≤ M e ωt for all t ≥ 0. Finally, for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y the function t → S(t)x, y is measurable and for some (equivalently, all) λ with Re λ > ω there exists an operator R(λ) ∈ L (X, σ) such that
It follows from [13, Thm 5.8] that if S is an integrable semigroup, then for every t > 0 there exists an operator A t ∈ L (X, σ) such that
We call the semigroup S Cesàro bounded if M := sup t>0 A t < ∞. If S is an integrable, Cesàro bounded semigroup such that 1 t S(t)x → 0 and 1 t S(t) y → 0 as t → ∞ for arbitrary x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , then (S , (A t ) t>0 ) is an average scheme.
(AS1) is clear and (AS2) is a consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem on the locally convex spaces (X, σ) resp. (Y, σ ), cf. the end of the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [13] . As for (AS3), we note that for t > 0 and s ≥ 0 we have
as is easy to see using the semigroup law. Consequently, for every x ∈ X we have
In particular, (S , (A t ) t>0 ) is an average scheme whenever the integrable semigroup S is bounded.
Concerning the last example, let us note that if S is an integrable semigroup, then the operators R(λ) form a pseudo resolvent, hence, there is a unique, possibly multivalued operator G with R(λ) = (λ − G ) −1 , the generator of S . In this case, as a consequence of [13, Prop 5.7] , fix(S ) = kerG = {x ∈ X : (x, 0) ∈ G }.
For more information about integrable semigroups and their generators, we refer to [13] .
Convergence of average schemes
We start with the definition of weak ergodicity. Definition 4.1. We say that an average scheme (S , A ) on a norming dual pair (X, Y ) is weakly ergodic, if the σ-limit of (A α x) exists for every x ∈ X and the σ -limit of (A α y) exists for every y ∈ Y .
In the mean ergodic theorem on norming dual pairs we need a slightly stronger version of assertion (ii) of Theorem 1.1. This is due to the fact that the strategy for the proof differs from the classical one since not all assertions corresponding to (i) -(iv) are equivalent in our situation. We use the following terminology. Definition 4.2. We say that a net (x α ) α∈Λ in a topological space E clusters if every subnet of (x α ) has a cluster point, i.e. it has a convergent subnet.
A net clusters whenever the set of its elements is relatively compact. However, if a net (x α ) α∈Λ clusters, one cannot infer that the set {x α : α ≥ α 0 } is relatively compact for some α 0 ∈ Λ. For a sequence, these two properties are equivalent, which is probably well-known. However, we were not able to find a reference and hence present the short proof for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 4.3. Let (x n ) be a sequence in a topological vector space (X, τ ) such that every subsequence of (x n ) has a convergent subnet. Then the set M := {x n : n ∈ N} is relatively compact.
Proof. In view of [10, §5.6(2)], it suffices to show that M is totally bounded. Assume the converse. Then there exists an open neighborhood of the origin U and a subsequence y k := x n k such that
for all k ∈ N. By assumption, (y k ) contains a convergent subnet (y k(α) ) α∈A whose limit we denote by y. Now, we choose a circled neighborhood of the origin V such that V + V ⊂ U , which exists by [10, §15.1(3)]. Then there is a β ∈ A such that y k(α) ∈ V + y for all α ≥ β and hence, y ∈ V + y k(β) . This implies that
for all α ≥ β. Since {k(α) : α ∈ A} is cofinal in N, this is in contradiction to the construction of the sequence (y k ). Hence, M is relatively compact.
The following is the main result of this section. (i) The average scheme (S , A ) is weakly ergodic.
(ii) For every x ∈ X the net (A α x) clusters in (X, σ) and for every y ∈ Y the net (A α y) clusters in (Y, σ ). If these equivalent conditions are satisfied, then (iii) The fixed spaces fix(S ) and fix(S ) separate each other. (iv) We have X = fix(S ) ⊕ span σ rg(I − S ) and Y = fix(S ) ⊕ span σ rg(I − S ). (v) The operator P , defined by P x := σ -lim α A α x belongs to L (X, σ) and the σ-adjoint P of P is given by P y = σ -lim α A α y for all y ∈ Y . Moreover, P is the projection onto fix(S ) along span σ rg(I − S ), P the projection onto fix(S ) along span σ (I − S ) and P S = SP = P for all S ∈ S .
For a weakly ergodic average scheme (S , A ), the operator P from (v) is called the ergodic projection. Note that the ergodic projection P is uniquely determined by the semigroup S and independent of the averages A .
We prepare the proof of Theorem 4.4 through a series of lemmas.
Lemma 4.5. Let X be a Banach space and S ⊂ L (X) be semigroup of bounded operators on X. Moreover, let (A α ) α∈Λ ⊂ L (X) be a net and let x ∈ X be such that lim
Assume that Z ⊂ X * separates points in X and S * Z ⊂ Z for all S ∈ S . Then every σ(X, Z)-cluster point of (A α x) belongs to fix(S ).
Proof. Fix x ∈ X and let w be a σ(X, Z)-cluster point of (A α x). Let S ∈ S . We have
for all α ∈ Λ and, by assumption, (S − I)A α x → 0 in norm and hence also with respect to σ(X, Z). Now fix z ∈ Z. Given ε > 0, we find α 0 such that | (S − I)A α x, z | < ε for all α ≥ α 0 . Since S * z ∈ Z and since w is an σ(X, Z)-cluster point of (A α x), we find some β ≥ α 0 such that
This implies that | Sw − w, z | ≤ 2ε. Since ε > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that Sw − w, z = 0 and thus, since z ∈ Z was arbitrary, w = Sw.
Lemma 4.6. Let (S , A ) be an average scheme on a norming dual pair (X, Y ).
is a norm-closed subspace of X and invariant under the action of S . Moreover, the sum fix(S ) + span · rg(I − S ) is direct and fix(S ) ⊕ span · rg(I − S ) ⊂ X 0 . Finally, P 0 x := · -lim α A α x defines a bounded operator on X 0 which is a projection onto fix(S ) with span · rg(I − S ) ⊂ ker P 0 .
Proof. Let x k ∈ X 0 and lim x k = x with respect to · . We denote by P 0 x k the limit of A α x k for every fixed k ∈ N. Then P 0 x k ∈ fix(S ) by Lemma 4.5 and we have
Cauchy sequence, so is (P 0 x k ). Thus, P 0 x k →x for somex which belongs to fix(S ) as the latter is closed. A 3ε-argument shows that A α x →x. It follows that X 0 is closed and P 0 x =x. We have seen that P 0 ≤ M and P 0 X 0 ⊂ fix(S ). Conversely, fix(S ) ⊂ P 0 X 0 since A α x ≡ x = P 0 x for x ∈ fix(S ). Hence, P 0 X 0 = fix(S ) and P 0 is a projection. The S -invariance of X 0 follows from (AS3).
By the definition of an average scheme, lim α A α x = 0 for all x ∈ rg(I − S ). In view of the uniform boundedness of the operators A α , this remains true for x ∈ span · rg(I − S ). Since A α x → x for x ∈ fix(S), it follows that the sum of fix(S) and span · rg(I − S ) is direct and that fix(S) ⊕ span · rg(I − S ) ⊂ X 0 .
Lemma 4.7. Let (S , A ) be an average scheme on a norming dual pair (X, Y ).
Proof. Assume that fix(S ) separates fix(S ). Let y ∈ Y be such that x, y = 0 for all x ∈ fix(S ) ⊕ rg(I − S ). Then, in particular, 0 = x − Sx, y = x, y − S y for all x ∈ X and S ∈ S . Since X separates Y , it follows that y = S y for all S ∈ S , i.e. y ∈ fix(S ). Moreover, x, y = 0 for all x ∈ fix(S ). By assumption, this implies y = 0. It now follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem, applied on the locally convex space (X, σ), that fix(S ) + rg(I − S ) is σ(X, Y )-dense in X. Now assume that fix(S ) separates fix(S ). Since every y ∈ fix(S ) vanishes on rg(I − S ), it also vanishes on span σ rg(I − S ) by linearity and continuity. Thus, x, y = 0 for all x ∈ fix(S )∩span σ rg(I −S ) and y ∈ fix(S ). As fix(S ) separates fix(S ), it follows that 0 is the only element of fix(S ) ∩ span σ rg(I − S ).
Lemma 4.8. Let (S , A ) be an average scheme on a norming dual pair (X, Y ) and τ be a locally convex topology on X finer than σ. Let
If fix(S ) separates fix(S ), then τ -lim α A α x ∈ X exists for all x ∈ X 1 .
Proof. Applying Lemma 4.6 to the average scheme (S , A ) on (Y, X), we find that x for all x ∈ X. Let us fix x ∈ X 1 and choose an arbitrary subnet of (u β ) of (A α x). By assumption, (u β ) has a τ -cluster pointx ∈ X. Sincē x is also a σ(Y * 0 , Y 0 )-cluster point of (A α x), we infer thatx = R * 0 x. Thus, every subnet of (A α x) has a subnet converging to R * 0 x ∈ X in (X, τ ). This implies that τ -lim α A α x = R * 0 x for all x ∈ X 1 . Now, we have the tools at hand to prove Theorem 4.4.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. The implication (i) ⇒ (ii) is trivial, so assume that (ii) holds. Let us verify (iii) first. Since Y is norming for X, given x ∈ fix(S ), x = 0, we find y ∈ Y such that x, y = a = 0. By assumption, A α y has a σ(Y, X)-cluster point z which, by Lemma 4.5, is an element of fix(S ). Since x, A α y = A α x, y = x, y = a for all α ∈ Λ it follows that x, z = a = 0. Hence, fix(S ) separates fix(S ). Interchanging the roles of X and Y , it follows that fix(S ) separates fix(S ). Now, Assertion (i) follows immediately from Lemma 4.8 applied to the average schemes (S , A ) and (S , A ) and the weak topologies σ(X, Y ) and σ(Y, X), respectively.
We continue with the verification of Assertion (iv). By (iii) and Lemma 4.7, the sums fix(S ) + span σ rg(I − S ) and fix(S ) + span σ rg(I − S ) are direct and dense in X with respect to σ, resp. dense in Y with respect to σ . Let x ∈ X andx := lim α A α x ∈ fix(S ). Since x − co(S x) ⊂ span rg(I − S ), we have that x − A α x ∈ span σ rg(I − S ) for all α ∈ Λ and, consequently,
This shows that X = fix(S ) ⊕ span σ rg(I − S ) and analogously we deduce that Y = fix(S ) ⊕ span σ rg(I − S ).
In order to verify Assertion (v), we consider the operators P and R, defined by P x := σ -lim α A α x and Ry := σ -lim α A α y. Since sup{ A α : α ∈ Λ} < ∞ and X and Y are norming for each other, it follows that P ∈ L (X) and R ∈ L (Y ). Moreover, for x ∈ X and y ∈ Y we have
This implies that P * Y = RY ⊂ Y , hence P ∈ L (X, σ). As fixed points are invariant under A , it follows from Lemma 4.5 that P is a projection with rgP = fix(S ) and, by (AS3), span rg(I − S ) ⊂ ker P . Since P is σ-continuous and ker P is closed, span σ rg(I − S ) ⊂ ker P . The converse inclusion follows from (4.1). Interchanging the roles of X and Y , we see that P = R is the projection onto fix(S ) along span σ (I − S ). In view of SP x = P x and P (S − I)x = lim α A α (S − I)x = 0 for all x ∈ X and S ∈ S , P commutes with every operator in S . Theorem 4.4 is symmetric in X and Y , in that for every statement concerning X resp. A , there is a corresponding statement about Y resp. A . This symmetry is crucial. Indeed, in the case where Y = X * , the norm-bounded net (A α x) is always relatively σ-compact and hence σ-clusters. However, it does not necessarily σ-converge as the example of the left shift on ∞ shows. Moreover, even if A α x σ-converges for all x ∈ X, one cannot deduce σ -convergence of A α y for all y ∈ Y and hence no weak ergodicity of the average scheme, see Example 6.1.
Comparing Theorem 4.4 with the classical mean ergodic theorem on Banach spaces, an immediate question is whether assertions (i) and (ii) are also equivalent with (iii) and (iv). This is not the case in general, as Examples 6.2 and 6.3 show. However, some weaker results hold true, which are stated in the following proposition. (b) Now assume that (4.2) holds and let P denote the projection onto fix(S ) along span σ rg(I − S ). Then P ∈ L (X, σ), P is the projection onto fix(S ) along span σ rg(I − S ) and
for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , where
Moreover, fix(S ) and fix(S ) separate each other.
Proof. (a) By Lemma 4.7, the sum fix(S )⊕span σ rg(I −S ) is direct and σ-dense in X. Since fix(S ) is finite dimensional, the sum is σ-closed by [10, §15.5(3)]. It follows that the sum equals X. Similarly one sees that Y = fix(S ) ⊕ span σ rg(I − S ).
(b) For x ∈ X we have x = P x + (I − P )x ∈ fix(S ) ⊕ span σ rg(I − S ). As A α x ≡ x for fixed points x, to prove A α x → P x with respect to σ(X, Y 0 ), it suffices to show that lim α A α x, y = 0 for x ∈ span σ rg(I − S ) and y ∈ Y 0 . To that end, first observe that for w = (I − S)v ∈ rg(I − S ) and y ∈ fix(S ) we have that by (AS3). In view of the uniform boundedness of (A α ), property (AS1), it follows that lim α A α x, y = 0 for y ∈ span · rg(I − S ), too. Altogether, we have proved that
It is easy to see that P is norm-closed, hence it is bounded by the closed graph theorem. By interchanging the roles of X and Y , one sees that σ(Y, X 0 ) -lim α A α y = Ry where R ∈ L (Y ) is the projection onto fix(S ) along span σ rg(I − S ). Now let x ∈ X and y ∈ Y be given. Since P x = P 2 x ∈ fix(S ) ⊂ X 0 and Ry = R 2 y ∈ fix(S ) ⊂ Y 0 , it follows that
This shows that P * Y ⊂ Y and P = P * | Y = R. In particular, P ∈ L (X, σ). In order to prove the final assertion, let x ∈ fix(S ), x = 0, and y ∈ Y such that x, y = 0. Then 0 = x, y = P x, y = x, P y shows that fix(S ) separates fix(S ). Interchanging the roles of X and Y finishes the proof. Example 6.3 shows that in Part (a) of Proposition 4.9 the assumption that the fixed spaces are finite dimensional cannot be omitted.
Average Schemes on (C b (E), M (E))
Throughout this section, we fix a Polish space E and work on the norming dual pair (C b (E), M (E)), which seems to be the most interesting norming dual pair for applications. We will impose additional conditions on the average scheme (S , A ) such that assertions (i) -(iv) of Theorem 4.4 are equivalent. In view of Proposition 4.9(b), (iv) implies (iii), so the question is whether (iii) implies (i).
Examples 6.2 and 6.3 show that this is not true without additional assumptions. In this section we break the symmetry between X = C b (E) and Y = M (E) by imposing additional assumptions on the semigroup on the function space. Under these assumptions we can show that the assertions of Theorem 4.4 concerning the (adjoint) semigroup on the space of measures are all equivalent.
We start by recalling the definition of the strict topology on C b (E). Denote by F 0 (E) the space of all bounded functions f on E that vanish at infinity, i.e. for every ε > 0 there is a compact set K ⊂ E such that |f (x)| < ε for all x ∈ K. The strict topology β 0 on C b (E) is the locally convex topology generated by the set of seminorms {q ϕ : ϕ ∈ F 0 (E)} where q ϕ (f ) := ϕf ∞ .
The strict topology is consistent with the duality, i.e. (C b (E), β 0 ) = M (E), see [7, Thm 7.6.3] , and it coincides with the compact open topology on norm bounded subsets of C b (E) [7, Thm 2.10.4] . Moreover, it is the Mackey topology of the dual pair (C b (E), M (E)) [18, Thm 4.5, 5.8], i.e. it is the finest locally convex topology on C b (E) which yields M (E) as a dual space. In particular, [10, 21.4(6) ]. Now, we formulate and discuss the main condition we impose on an average scheme throughout this section. Let d be a complete metric d that generates the topology of E and denote by Lip b (E, d) the space of all bounded Lipschitz continuous functions on E with respect to d. We assume the average scheme (S , A ) to satisfy the following. (E), σ) for every f ∈ C b (E), we require that the net (A α f ) clusters with respect to the finer topology β 0 , but only for those functions f with some additional regularity, namely for Lipschitz functions.
At first sight, Hypothesis 5.1 seems to be rather technical. However, as already mentioned, it is necessary for Theorem 5.7 and, important from the point of view of applications, it is implied by both the strong Feller property and the e-property, which are well-known assumptions in the study of ergodic properties of Markov chains and semigroups cf. [9, 19] . Let us discuss these relationships, starting with the e-property, before continuing with our general theory.
A family T ⊂ L (C b (E)) is said to have the e-property if the orbits {T f : T ∈ T } are equicontinuous for all f ∈ Lip b (E, d), i.e. for all x ∈ E and ε > 0 there exists a
is said the have the eventual e-property if there exists a j ∈ I such that {T i : i ≥ j} has the e-property.
An average scheme (S , A ) is said to have the (eventual) e-property if (A α ) α∈Λ has the (eventual) e-property.
As an instructive example, consider the shift semigroup S = (S(t)) t≥0 on (C b (R), M (R)), given by S(t)f (x) = f (t + x). Then S has the e-property (we will see below that this implies that also every average scheme (S , A ) has the e-property), since for f ∈ Lip b (R, | · |) we have
for all x, y ∈ R, where L is the Lipschitz constant of f . Note, however, that this does not imply that the orbit S(t)f is equicontinuous for all f ∈ C b (R).
Before giving further examples, let us prove the mentioned result concerning the e-property of S and that of A .
, σ) be a semigroup which has the e-property. Then every average scheme (S , A ) has the e-property.
Proof. Let f ∈ Lip b (E, d), x ∈ E and ε > 0. By assumption, there exists δ > 0 such that |(Sf )(x) − (Sf )(y)| < ε for all S ∈ S whenever d(x, y) < δ. Fix such a y.
By (AS2), given α ∈ Λ we find a function
Since ε and α where arbitrary, {A α f : α ∈ Λ} is equicontinuous. Thus, (S , A ) has the e-property. Example 6.2 shows that if S does not have the e-property, there might be A andÃ such that (S , A ) has the e-property whereas (S ,Ã ) does not have the e-property.
Remark 5.3. In view of the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem [8, Thm 3.6] and (AS1), an average scheme (S , A ) has the (eventual) e-property if and only if for every f ∈ Lip b (E, d) the set {A α f : α ∈ Λ} (resp. {A α f : α ≥ α 0 }) is relatively β 0 -compact, equivalently, the set is relatively compact in the compact-open topology.
Thus, an average scheme with eventual e-property satisfies Hypothesis 5.1.
We next discuss the strong Feller property which also implies Hypothesis 5.1. Let us recall that an operator T ∈ L (C b (E), σ) is a kernel operator and thus has a unique extension to an operator on B b (E). The operator T is said to be strong Feller if this extension maps B b (E) to C b (E). It is called ultra Feller, if the extension maps bounded subsets of B b (E) to equicontinuous subsets of C b (E). σ) be a semigroup such that some operator S ∈ S is strong Feller. Then every average scheme (S , A ) satisfies Hypothesis 5.1.
Proof. Let f ∈ C b (E) and (S , A ) be an average scheme. Since S is strong Feller, the operator S 2 ∈ S is ultra Feller [15, §1.5]. Hence, by (AS1) and the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem [8, Thm 3.6], the set {S 2 A α f : α ∈ Λ} is relatively β 0 -compact. Thus, every subnet of (A α f ) has a subnet (
in norm and thus with respect to the strict topology which is coarser.
Now we return to our main line of study. Besides Hypothesis 5.1, we will impose further assumptions. First of all, we assume that S is a Markovian semigroup, i.e. every operator S ∈ S is Markovian by which we mean that S is positive and S1 = 1. If k S denotes the kernel associated with S, this is equivalent with the requirement that k S (x, ·) is a probability measure for all x ∈ E and S ∈ S . Since the applications we have in mind for our theory concern transition semigroups of Markov chains or Markov processes, this assumption is rather natural. We will call an average scheme (S , A ) Markovian if S is Markovian. It follows from (AS2) that this implies that every operator A α is Markovian, too.
Second, we assume that the directed index set Λ of the averages (A α ) α∈Λ in this section has a cofinal subsequence. This holds, for instance, in the classical situations of Examples 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
We start with two auxiliary lemmas on β 0 -equicontinuous operators. Let us recall that a family T of linear operators on a locally convex space (X, τ ) is called τ -equicontinuous, if for every τ -continuous seminorm p, there exists a τ -continuous seminorm q such that p(T x) ≤ q(x) for every T ∈ T and x ∈ X.
In the case where (X, τ ) = (C b (E), β 0 ), we have the following characterization of β 0 -equicontinuous operators, see [12, Prop 4.2] . A family T ⊂ L (X, β 0 ) is β 0 -equicontinuous if and only if for every compact set K ⊂ E and every ε > 0 there exists a compact set L ⊂ E such that |p T |(x, E\L) ≤ ε for all x ∈ K and T ∈ T where p T denotes the kernel of T .
In what follows we will use that a family of Borel measures on E is relatively σ -compact if and only if it is tight and uniformly bounded in the variation norm, cf. Theorems 8.6.7. and 8.6.8. of [3] . Here, a family F ⊂ M (E) of Borel measures is called tight if for all ε > 0 there exists a compact set K ⊂ E such that |µ|(E\K) < ε for all µ ∈ F .
Lemma 5.5. Let {T j : j ∈ J} ⊂ L (C b (E), σ) be a family of Markovian operators that has the e-property. Suppose that the family {p j (x, ·) : j ∈ J} is tight for all x ∈ E where p j denotes the kernel associated with T j . Then the operators {T j : j ∈ J} are β 0 -equicontinuous.
Proof. Let K ⊂ E be compact and ε > 0. By assumption, for every x ∈ E there exists a compact set L x ⊂ E such that p j (x, E\L x ) ≤ ε for all j ∈ J. We denote by
Then f x is Lipschitz continuous and
. Since the family (T j ) has the e-property, there exist δ x > 0 such that
for all j ∈ J whenever d(x, y) < δ x . By the compactness of K, we find x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ E such that
for every j ∈ J. It follows from [5, Thm 3.2.2] that the family
is tight. Since K ⊂ E was arbitrary, the operators T j are β 0 -equicontinuous by [12, Prop 4.2] .
Lemma 5.6. Let {T j : j ∈ J} ⊂ L (C b (E), β 0 ) be a β 0 -equicontinuous family of operators with e-property. Then {T j f : j ∈ J} is equicontinuous for all f ∈ C b (E).
Proof. Since Lip b (E, d) is a subalgebra of C b (E) which separates the points of E, it follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem that Lip b (E, d) is dense in (C b (E), β 0 ), see [6, Theorem 11] . Fix f ∈ C b (E) and x n , x ∈ E with lim x n = x. We show that (T j f )(x n ) converges to (T j f )(x), uniformly in j ∈ J. This proves the equicontinuity of {T j f : j ∈ J} in x. Consider the compact set K := {x} ∪ {x n : n ∈ N} and the associated seminorm
Since the family {T j g : j ∈ J} is equicontinuous, there exists n 0 ∈ N such that |(T j g)(x n ) − (T j g)(x)| ≤ ε for all n ≥ n 0 and all j ∈ J. This implies that
for all n ≥ n 0 and j ∈ J. Now we prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.7. Let (S , A ) be a Markovian average scheme on (C b (E), M (E)) that satisfies Hypothesis 5.1 and suppose that there exists an increasing cofinal sequence in Λ. Then the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) (S , A ) is weakly ergodic and β 0 -lim α A α f = P f for all f ∈ C b (E) where P is the ergodic projection.
(ii) For every x ∈ E the net (A α δ x ) has a σ -cluster point.
Proof. By Theorem 4.4, (i) implies (ii) -(iv). Moreover, the implication (iv) ⇒ (iii) is part of the proof of Proposition 4.9 and (iii) follows from (ii) as in the proof of Theorem 4.4. Hence, it remains to prove that (iii) implies (i) to complete the proof.
Let us assume that fix(S ) separates fix(S ). We denote by (α n ) ⊂ Λ an increasing cofinal sequence. As (A α f ) clusters in (C b (E), β 0 ), Lemma 4.8 yields that
exists for all f ∈ Lip b (E, d). Fix a non-negative measure µ ∈ M (E). Then the scalar sequence f, A αn µ = A αn f, µ converges as n → ∞ for all f ∈ Lip b (E, d). Thus, by [3, Cor 8.6.3] , the family {A αn µ : n ∈ N} is tight and Prohorov's theorem [3, Thm 8.6.2] implies that, passing to a subsequence, (A αn µ) n∈N converges weakly to some measureμ ∈ M(E). Altogether, this shows that
Since E is separable, the set Lip b (E, d) is convergence determining by [5, Prop 3.4.4] , hence it follows that σ -lim α A α µ =μ. Decomposing a general measure in positive and negative part yields that σ -lim α A α µ ∈ M (E) exists for every µ ∈ M (E).
By Hypothesis 5.1 and Lemma 4.3, the set {A αn f : n ∈ N} is relatively β 0 -compact for every f ∈ Lip b (E, d), which implies by the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem (cf. Remark 5.3) that the family {A αn : n ∈ N} has the e-property. Now, we infer from Lemma 5.5 that the operators {A αn : n ∈ N} are β 0 -equicontinuous. By Lemma 5.6 this implies that the orbits {A αn f : n ∈ N} are equicontinuous for all f ∈ C b (E). Using the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem again, it follows that {A αn f : n ∈ N} is relatively β 0 -compact for all f ∈ C b (E). Now we conclude from Theorem 4.4 that the average scheme (S , (A αn )) is weakly ergodic with an ergodic projection P ∈ L (C b (E), σ). Since (α n ) was arbitrary and P does not depend on the averages (A αn ), even (S , A ) is weakly ergodic. Finally, the β 0 -convergence of (A α f ) follows from Lemma 4.8. If (S , A ) is weakly mean ergodic, and A α f converges to P f with respect to β 0 , then the means {A α : α ∈ Λ} are β 0 -equicontinuous. Indeed, in this case the function F : Λ ∪ {∞} → L (C b (E), σ), defined by F (α) = A α for α = ∞ and F (∞) = P is strongly β 0 -continuous, whence the equicontinuity follows from [12, Lemma 3.8] .
We are thus in the situation of mean ergodic theorems on locally convex spaces [4, 16] . Note, however, that in Theorem 5.7 we do not a priory assume β 0 -equicontinuity since, as the example of the shift semigroup shows, Hypothesis 5.1 alone does not imply equicontinuity of the averages.
Remark 5.9. It is immediate that in the situation of Theorem 5.7 if (S , A ) is weakly mean ergodic, then any average scheme (S , B) which satisfies Hypothesis 5.1 is also weakly mean ergodic.
Counterexamples
We conclude this article with a collection of examples that illustrate that the results obtained in Section 4 are optimal. Our first example shows that even if A α x σ-converges for all x ∈ X, it can happen that on Y the averages A α y do not σ -converge for some y ∈ Y .
Example 6.1. Consider the norming dual pair ( 1 , c 0 ) and the power-bounded operator S :
1 → 1 , defined by S : (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . .) → (x 1 + x 2 , x 3 , . . .). Then the adjoint operator is given by S * (y 1 , y 2 , . . .) = (y 1 , y 1 , y 2 , . . .). In particular,
clearly σ-converges to ( ∞ j=1 x j , 0, 0, . . .), the σ-limit of the Cesàro averages
exists for all x ∈ 1 . However, in this situation the ergodic projection P : x → ( ∞ j=1 x j , 0, 0, . . .) does not respect the duality, i.e. P ∈ L ( 1 , σ). Indeed, for
x ∈ 1 and y ∈ ∞ = ( 1 ) * we have
whence P * c 0 ⊂ c 0 . By Theorem 4.4, the σ -limit of the adjoint averages A n y does not exist for some y ∈ c 0 .
Our next example shows that if (S , A ) is an average scheme so that both X and Y can be decomposed as in (iv) of Theorem 4.4, the average scheme is not necessarily weakly ergodic. In fact, we present two different averages A andÃ for the same semigroup S such that (S , A ) is weakly ergodic whereas for (S ,Ã ) only the weaker convergence properties of Proposition 4.9 (b) hold. Example 6.2. We consider the set E = Z ∪ {∞}, where every point in Z is isolated, whereas the neighborhoods of the extra point ∞ are exactly the sets which contain a set of the form {n, n+1, . . .}∪{∞} for some n ∈ Z. Note that E is homeomorphic with {−n : n ∈ N} ∪ {1 − 1 n : n ∈ N} ∪ {1} endowed with the topology inherited from R, thus E is Polish.
We work on the norming dual pair (C b (E), M (E)). Note that a function f : E → R is continuous if and only if lim n→∞ f (n) = f (∞) and that M (E) = 1 (E). Consider the semigroup S := {S n : n ∈ Z}, where
Then fix(S ) = {c1 E : c ∈ R} and fix(S ) = {cδ ∞ : c ∈ R}. In particular, the fixed spaces separate each other and are finite dimensional so that, as a consequence of Proposition 4.9 (a), we have C b (E) = fix(S ) ⊕ span σ rg(I − S ) and M (E) = fix(S ) ⊕ span σ rg(I − S ).
We now consider the average schemes A n andÃ n , defined by for all f ∈ C b (E). Actually, using that f (n) → f (∞) as n → ∞ for all f ∈ C b (E), it is easy to see that A n f → f (∞)1 E pointwise for all f ∈ C b (E), hence with respect to σ(C b (E), M (E)). However,Ã n f does not σ(C b (E), M (E))-converge to f (∞)1 E for some f ∈ C b (E). Indeed, for f := 1 N∪{∞} ∈ C b (E) the sequenceÃ n f converges pointwise to the function 1 {∞} which is not continuous.
This shows that in Proposition 4.9 we cannot expect better convergence than with respect to σ(X, Y 0 ). On the other hand, this example also shows that even if both X and Y have ergodic decompositions, it can depend on the average scheme how strong the convergence to the ergodic projection is.
Let us also note that the average scheme A n has the e-property, whereasÃ n does not have the e-property. For the e-property, the only point of interest is the point ∞, as all other points of E are isolated. First note that in this case C b (E) = Lip b (E, d). Given f ∈ C b (E) and ε > 0, we find n 0 such that |f (n) − f (∞)| ≤ ε for all n ≥ n 0 . Consequently, we also have |S k f (n)−S k f (∞)| = |f (n+k)−f (∞)| ≤ ε for all n ≥ n 0 and all k ≥ 0. Thus |A k f (n) − A k f (∞)| ≤ k
j=0 |f (n + j) − f (∞)| ≤ ε for all k ∈ N and all n ≥ n 0 , i.e. {A k f : k ∈ N} is equicontinuous. On the other hand, A n cannot have the e-property, since in this case it would follow from Theorem 5.7 thatÃ n f → P f pointwise, which was seen to be wrong above.
We have seen in Proposition 4.9 (a) that if fix(S ) and fix(S ) separate each other and are finite dimensional, then both X and Y can be decomposed as in (iv) of Theorem 4.4. Our last example shows that this is not true for infinite dimensional fixed spaces.
Example 6.3. In the following we construct a positive, contractive and σ-continuous operator S on the norming dual pair (C b (E), M (E)) such that, for S := {S n : n ∈ N 0 }, we have M (E) = fix(S ) ⊕ rg σ (I − S ) while the fixed spaces of S and S separate each other. For n ∈ N let K n := {0, . . . , n} × {1/n} and K 0 := N 0 × {0}. On the set E := n∈N0 K n endowed with the topology inherited from R 2 , we consider the continuous mapping ϕ : E → E, given by ϕ((k, 1/n)) := ((k + 1), 1/n) n ∈ N, k ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} (0, 1/n) n ∈ N, k = n and ϕ(k, 0) := (k + 1, 0) for all k ∈ N. Thus on each K n the map ϕ shifts to the right and for n = 0 the point (n, On the other hand, fix(S ) = fix(S ) = ∞ n=1 a n ζ n : (a n ) ∈ 1 , where ζ n denotes counting measure on K n with the normalization ζ n (K n ) = 1. It thus follows that the fixed spaces separate each other. Aiming for a contradiction, let us assume that there exists a sequence (a n ) ∈ 1 and a net (µ α ) α ⊂ span rg(I − S ), σ -converging to µ ∈ M (E), such that δ 0 = ∞ n=1 a n ζ n + µ.
Since 1 Kn is a fixed point of S and µ α belongs to span rg(I − S ), we have 1 Kn , µ α = 0 for all n ∈ N and all α. Thus also 1 Kn , µ = 0. It follows that 0 = 1 Kn , δ 0 = a n ζ n (K n ) + µ(K n ) = a n for all n ∈ N and hence δ 0 = µ. Since 1 E ∈ fixS , the contradiction 1 = 1 E , δ 0 = lim α 1 E , µ α = 0 follows.
